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not patent a thought, such for instance as stamps and it willbe mailed to you. T. K.
are stopping at the Lick.
unparalleled in the history of railway construction.
an idea as to the placing on a public stage Stateler, Gen. Agt.. 63S Market St., San FranWhen a single car of cherrie- and apricot- sold in Authority fully confirms
the view The Call has sugnovel and original ideas in the matter cisco. .'
NEWS OF FOREIGN NAVIES. of
Something of a similar nature will be seen in the
New York nets the California orchardists $4000 times
of tableau?, but you can have the same
of
the
the
to pass upon such work of raising what willbe the most notable monugested
right
Mayor
of
copyrighted,
as you would a dramatic "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup"
may be said to be good among the fruit-growers, and
Penalties to the amount
of $1,119,945 production. Just
Has been used for fifty years by millions of
this is the record of a single car last week. Advices orders and resolutions as are before the Board of Su- j mental work on the Pacific Coast and one of the state- j were incurred during the year ending
pervisors to-day. In the case of the County of San j liest in America. Men do not hesitate to support March 31 last for delay in the fulfillment THE PILOTS— H. T. T., City. The fol- mothere for their children while Teething with
from New York report the demand for California
named are the pilots for the bay perfect success. It soothes the child, softens
Diego versus Siefert, published in 97 California Re- j great enterprises when well assured that something i of contracts for the British navy, but lowing,
T. H. Barber, F. the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, reg;were only enforced in two cases to the cx- of San Francisco:
canned fruits as immense, with smaller supplies than
is the best remedy for
Boyd,
ports,
page
599, the Supreme Court confirmed the will be achieved, and that assurance they
S. Castle, Captain Ersklne, E. A. ulates the Bowels andarising
for ten years. an(J some California canners have alhave in the i tent of $275.
Freeman, D. Haskcll, P. Jordan, N. B. Diarrhoeas, whether
fr«m teething or
Field, which had acquired the Ipresent case. The list of
of
proposition
Judge
Jordan,
Miller,
Meyer,
by Druggists in every
S.
J.
For
sale
subscription
by
G.
Korts.
L.
contributions has been headed ' The
collected
the Parisother causes.
ready sold all the fruit they can possibly pack, and
P.
A.
Swanson.
G.
D.
Be sure and ask for Mrs.
axiom, that, in respect to municipal govMurphy,
Scott!
C.
the
world.
newspaper
up
part
f"rce
of
an
ian
Matin
of
'
$77,915,
footed
to
by Claus Spreckels with $10,000.
Mayor Phelan
Reed, J. W. Ott, G. D. Wallace, F. Ma- Wlnslow's Soothing Pyrup. 25c a bottle.
this before, the fruit 1- anywhere near ripe. Of course
legislation was the measure of j promptly followed the lead with a contribution of which sum the Minister of Marine has thleson, J. E. McCullough.
promised to apply at once to the object
there is a general skurrying about the State for sup- ernments. the mode of
DEL. CORONADO—Take advantage
MARRIAGE-W. F. A., City. In the ofHOTEL
plies, and the high prices fur fruit quoted in this the power. In the case of Jacobs versus the Board of Su- $5000, John W. Mackay contributed $5000 and "a intended, that, of building two small subthe round-trip tickets. Now only $60 by
California
marine torpedo-boats.
State of California a minor under the age stenmshir. including fifteen days' board tiji
Reports,
pages
100
it
pervisors,
125-128,
was
$5000
more,
making
friend"
added
the'
total
$25,000
rule,
column last week still
of
with no signs of a decline.
of 21 male and 18 female can be married hotel; longer stay. $2 SO per day. Apply at 4
held that, in fixing water rates, the signature of the with which the committee begins its work.
An imposing German fleet left Kiel on if the consent of parents or guardian is New Montgomery street, San Francisco.
Enthusiasts predict that California fruit will sell high
May
3
for
a
two
months'
cruise
in
the
In Mexico the age for marriage
Upon this showing of contributions already made Baltic and North Sea. It consisted of given.
for the next five years owing to the widespread de- Mayor was unnecessary. This decision has been widewithout consent of parents or guardian
The Chinese pronounce their Dowagei
It
was based entirely upon the fact it willbe seen that
misinterpreted.
years.
In extraordinary cases a Empress
ly
is
21
citizens are not to be asked to sub- four first class and two second class special dispensation
the most beautiful woman
-1 struction of trees throughout the East by the Feb- that,
may be grantt-d to
battle-ships,
to
this
kind
of
one
coast
quasi-judicial
legislation
as
the j scribe to a doubtful undertaking. Itmay be regarded
defense vessel and
marriage
where the male is whom the Celestial Kingdom has evet
, ruary freeze, but this is a pretty sweeping prediction.
two small cruisers aggregating 61,500 tons authorizeyears of age
known.
and the female is
State Constitution conferred the authority exclusively | as certain that a monument to the great admiral whose
over 14
Other local staples are equally prosperous.
carrying a crew of 3700.
Wool
over 12.
The court said: "But the power in j victory has marked the beginning of a new epoch in and
has been remarkably active of late, hides and leather upon the Board.
GOLD INA WATCH CASE— D. R. T.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
The French cruiser Cecllle, built In 1888,
have been in steady demand at firm prices, provisions question here comes not from the Consolidation Act, American history will be erected in San Francisco has just been recommisloned at Toulon C, Auburn, v CaU». To extract the gold
Constitution
of
State,"
gold
!but
from
the
the
and
the
from
an
watch
case
opineighteen-karat
thoroughly
repaired.
within the near future, and every citizen who feels where she was
The
show no decrease in activity, cattle, sheep and hogs
Cecllle has done considerable service and the case must be pounded in a mortar
Harrison, in which he concurs with within him
continue to bring stiff quotations, and so on down the jion of Mr. Justice
either national patriotism or civic pride been a very satisfactory ship, and now
and placed in a bath of nitric acid and
to remain until there is no longer
race is
after eleven years made 19 knots on her allowed
commercial list. Unless all signs fail, a good many the prevailing opinion, written by Mr. Justice Mc- willbe glad to be able to contribute to it.
any fuming. That will eat away all the
Farland, definitely indicates the distinction between
trial, which is exactly the speed she at- base metal that it may contain. Then
mortgages
farm
willbe paid off in California this year.
tained when prepared for her first com- the material must be rinsed and driod,
the case before the court and an order or resolution
According to one expert the coal fields of Great mission.
She is of 5933 tons and 10,200 then rolled in sheet lead, placed in a cupe!
we are
And
in
That
privilege."
a suit which seems !Britain will be exhausted within fifty years, and ac- horsepower, and carries a battery of eight and then into a muffled furnace.
General Gomez intends to visit President Me Kin- "granting any
will dissipate the lead and then there
attention,
quick-iirers; ten 5.5-inch; ten 2- will remain a button
escaped
general
Supreme
to
have
the
6.4-Inch
deer
gold.
Court
another
the
Ifit
is
is
cording
to
mouth of the Thames will be pounders and fourteen
of
ley. It is a safe wager that the Cuban general will
machine ,guns.
sired to refire the gold so as to make it
not discuss the Santiago campaign. He dare not tell 'defined and limited the water rate decision and held j choked up so that large vessels cannot get to the city.
of a higher grade, there must be xdded
Engineering
directs
parts
The London
atten- two
or silver to one of gold and
what he did not do. and it would be equally embar- specifically that an order or a resolution granting a iIt is therefore high time for British optimists to begin tion
of the British naval authorities to the same process gone through.
franchise
or privilege is subject to the to talk about storing up sunlight for heating purposes
railway
street
j
rassing for him to tell what he did.
the superiority of American naval gunTWO HULLS—F. J., City. In relation
Mayor's veto. This was a suit brought by the plain- and making use of flying ships for commerce.
nery as evidenced at target shooting and
«
question as to the difference in
we are
the running fight off Santiago. It claims to the between a steel hull and a
It is reported that Captain Watkins of the steam- tiff, Eisenhuth. against Ackerson, the Street Superinwooden
that the American target 56 feet by 16*4 tonnage
With
the
gold
tendent,
fields
of
Alaska
out
the
same
dimensions
G.
panning
very
and is reported in volume 105 of the Califorof exactly
ship Paris said that he could not understand how the
feet is larger than that used in the Brit- bull
W. Dickie of the Union Iron Works says:
accident to the ship happened. Perhaps the fact that nia Reports, at pages 89-95. It quotes section 68 of •j well to the north of us and new gold fields paying well ish navy, but urges at the same time that "Ac to register tonnage there would be
"Money can hardly be better spent on no difference between the tonnage of one
the vessel is on the Manacles Rocks may shed some the Consolidation Act. and, although it was decided in !to the south, San* Francisco ought to feel something any
purpose connected with war which vessel and another that measure the same
as the interior cubic capacity
light on the subject.
1893 without reference to the statute of that year, and j like a bonanza thrill in her business this year.
would yield such fruit as that laid out in internally,
of the vessel in cube feet divided by one
perfecting our shooting."
four years before the act of 1897 was passed, it covers
This,
hundred is the register tonnage.
Bryan's statement that something may be added to
however, has nothing to do with the carThe Filipinos want to make terms for an uncon- the point exactly and has not been subsequently inThe French naval appropriations have rying capacity of a vessel. Very often
Chicago platform, but nothing can be taken from
the
I
increased during the past thirty years to register tonnage is confounded with the
ditional surrender.
When they understand the lan- validated.
the
it, is equivalent to saying it may be made worse but enormous proportions.
In ISBB they dead weight carrying capacity. As a rule
therefore,
Unless,
guage better they may learn that "unconditional" is
there is some other undisclosed iit cannot be improved.
the same register tonamounted to*$34,400,000 and diminished to the steel vessel ofmore
than the wooden
a word that has no modifiers.
law that avoids the ruling of the highest tribunal in !
$23.«O0,00O in 1872. In 1890 the total was nage will carry
of the very material
$40,300,000, and for the present year It is vessel on account
California, the veto of the Mayor can defeat the prethe weight of the hull of
the
difference
in
Supervisors
Unless
the
off
conduring
day
cool
per
$60,400,000 or 50
cent over that of nine the one as compared with that of the
ates
nerves
With $25,000 in hand as a nest egg to start with, the | determined rascality of to-day. But there are other ' siderably on the street railway
to determine
franchise proposition, years ago. For new construction, in- other, but there is no rule depending
'
Dewey Monument Committee would be justified in safeguards to be pointed out. The mere fact that the j there is likely to
what
that
difference
totals,
foregoing
$7,172,000
in
is.
It
enthe
.
be a hot time in the old town to- cluded
on the structure of the wooden veswas allowed in 1890, and $18,538,000 for 1899. tirely
beginning to count its chickens.
new charter has been adopted by popular vote and j night.
sel and the weight ot material used
50c. »od fri.ea, |11 drugglau.
I
The personnel, which in 1897 numbered therein*"
SCOTT f BQWWX, Qhsmtatt,
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A common expression is:
"The human
growing weaker and wiser."
That
growing weakproved by the large
number of pale, thin and
emaciated people.
That
growing
wiser may be proved by
overcoming these disorders
with the timely use of
Scott's Emulsion of Codliver Oil with Hypophosphites which gives strength,
enriches the blood, invigor-^
the
and forms
fat.
NowY*%.

